issue no. 4: Energy & Green resources
Recommendations
Recommendations are presented in four general categories:
• The Big Picture - Regional Resources
• Smaller Scale - Local Features
• What you can do- Individual Experience
• Recourses- Practices & Programs
Regional Resources
To minimize the impact of rising utility costs, Windsor has
an excellent opportunity to incorporate alternative energy.
Rather than importing energy from PG&E or another remote
production site, a mixed portfolio energy plant in the center
of the town should be considered. A possible site could be a
portion of the Windsorland property located along Old Red.
As evidenced by the national data maps, the opportunities for
solar, geothermal and wind power are excellent (Figure 30).
The suggested portfolio may include the following:
• Solar Concentration
• Photovoltaic
• Geothermal
• Wind
• LP gas
• Biomass
An alternative to a centralized local energy plant is the creation of a town-wide grid. Photovoltaic energy production
supplemented by some wind turbines are the predominate
resources for this solution. The energy grid will require a
central collector that will store, distribute and circulate the
energy. Every residence and business will serve as a particle
of the larger grid and feed into the collector when overpro30

ducing based on its own consumption. Key to the success of
this solution is the implementation of a funding plan to allow
for all residents to install collectors on their property. Businesses should also be included in this endeavor.
The establishment of a local farm may also be extended
into water conservation. With a growing demand for water
coupled with reduced resources, Windsor has an opportunity
to control and enhance the current availability of water to
their residents. Water can also be integrated as part of the
energy plant in the form of hydrogen. As hydrogen is not
power producing, but rather a power storing and distributing
method, the valuable resource, water, can serve the city on
many levels. It is recommended that a comprehensive utility
plan be developed.
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Another opportunity to connect into a town-wide grid are integrated wind farms. Energy generating turbines would have
to be selected for an appropriate windspeed. For example,
for less than 12 mph winds a triple 10ft blade can produce
an average of 3 kWh per day output. These turbines could
be scattered throughout the town. A single turbine in combination with some solar panels would likely supply any single
residence. Looking at the Old Red Corridor, there is an opportunity to locate turbines along Highway 101. The design of
future developments between Old Red and 101 would have to
be considered and addressed to maintain positive airflow.
Local Features		
On a smaller scale, the development and implementation of
local features can enable the community to further itsunderstanding of sustainable practice and energy and water savings. These projects also allow residents to fully understand
the cost involved in bringing varying features back to their
home or business. A detailed cost and purchase list could be
a part of the exhibit. Programs can serve as destinations for
residents and visitors as well as educational opportunities
for teenagers and adults alike (Figure 31).

tive energy concepts into gateways, shading devices or community centers. Some of these programs could include:
• Electric vehicle program
• Electric vehicle preferred parking and charging stations throughout town
• Solar street lighting (Figure 32)
• Solar pole lighting – eg. soccer fields
• Solar water heater
• Green roof
• Photovoltaic system
• Public /community pool
• Construction projects
As an example, the electric vehicle program noted above
presents an excellent opportunity to showcase application
of this resource. By connecting with available electric vehicle lease programs, the town, with matching local incentives, can further encourage the transition to environmentally preferable vehicles. Integrating preferred parking in the
town center as well as at key structures, such as schools and
government buildings, in combination with charging stations, will make the use of these vehicles very appealing to
residents and visitors alike.

Furthermore, these programs may be implemented town
wide to reduce overall energy demand. Solar street lighting
is a simple solution to include into the city’s future budget in
order to gradually replace the current lighting system. Solar
poles could be installed at the new soccer fields. These features are not limited to the technical installation but rather
present an opportunity for design integration. Involving the
design community can showcase the integration of alterna-

Individual Experience
On the individual scale, the Town of Windsor has an opportunity to improve on resident programs and awareness. There
are currently a number of incentives and programs available,
of which many residents are not aware. Involving the residents
may be achieved through the above referenced demonstration
projects and the creation of a sustainable office and officer.
To further increase the level of energy and water savings
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as well as improved indoor air quality and resource reduction,
additional programs are encouraged. Purchasing guidelines
and matched incentives or tax credits will guide residents to
further improve their own environment while contributing to
the overall goal of the Town of Windsor.
• Residential energy and utility upgrades
• Install PV systems
• Install Solar Water heaters
• Use reflective insulating exterior paint
• Upgrade Appliances to Energy Star
• Replace fixtures with low flow options
• Replace W.C. to dual flush
• Increase insulation
• Replace windows with energy efficient options
• Replace roof with high reflective material such as
metal
• Consider cross ventilation by design
• Install geothermal energy system
Resources
The Town of Windsor is already aware of a number of energy saving methods and alternative energy sources. There
are a number of incentives already available to the Town as
well as the state. Windsor has a unique opportunity to push
the envelope and truly take a leading role in the alternative
energy market and become even more of a destination for
national and international research.
To get the entire community involved in actively pursuing
sustainable practices, the establishment of a sustainable resource center and a sustainable officer is suggested. During
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the SDAT process, a weakness surfaced with regards to the
sharing of available information between the Town and state
agancies. By creating a go-to location and an available and
accessible expert, the community will have a clear path to
gather information and obtain assistance. Additionally, this
office could locate and organize funding and other events
to move Windsor into the leading position it envisions itself
to be. Programs to be developed or expanded may include:
• Town supported residential upgrade programs
• Create best practice energy use guide
• Incentives for solar power system installation
• Solar power lease programs
Finally, Windsor may want to grow relationships with other
green building and alternative energy organizations. Some
are listed below:
• Climate Smart Initiative (partner with PG&E)
• EPA - Energy Star & Water Sense
• US Green Building Council – LEED
• AIA Sustainability 2030
• Architecture 2030
• Built It Green – Green Points
• RE-Green – residential remodeling (www.regreenprogram.org)
• Smart growth (www.smarthgrowth.org / www.epa.
gov/smartgrowth)
• Clinton Initiative
• Green Roofs (www.greenroofs.org)
• Sustainable Communities Network
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Moving Forward
Energy is a valuable resource. As such, it represents a business opportunity for the public and private sectors: from the
virtual value of the energy created to the materials needed
to produce it to the labor required to install it. By taking a
leadership role as a town, Windsor can enable its government and residents to provide a service to itself as well as
the region as the resource for alternative energy information, production and service.

Another suggestion to connect with economic issues is a
suggested showcase or annual event that will highlight the
progress of sustainable initiatives, present and planned, and
make Windsor a destination for alternative and renewable
energy research. This could take form in a conference or
open air exhibit and, again, tie into the suggested demonstration projects.

Energy projects need to be enfolded into the general routine, presence, and development of the town. The above
referenced display projects should be incorporated into and
assist with the overall feel of the town center. They should
be located in a manner to further encourage pedestrian and
bicycle traffic and provide destinations for residents and visitors alike.
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Livability Definition
“Livability” encompasses several issues in a community. In
short, it is those characteristics that make an area more than
just a place to reside. Windsor has many enviable elements
that contribute to its livability. During the team visit, the
livability issues that emerged were neighborhoods, housing,
connections, schools and amenities.
Livability Assessment
Strengths
Windsor enjoys a comfortable climate and natural beauty.
The built environment is for the most part very well executed. The newer subdivisions show a variety of housing
designs and for a certain price point, there are numerous
choices. Windsor also has taken a strong stand in developing affordable housing for
low income residents.
The town took the bold
step in developing a downtown with a Town Green to
create a central focal point
for the community. On several occasions, the SDAT
team was able to experience the green’s popularity
firsthand. The design and
programming aspect seem
to be effective in bringing people together on a
regular basis (Figure 33).

Despite some challenges (which will be outlined in a subsequent section), it was very clear from team discussions with
Windsor citizens that the quality of education in the area is
a point of pride.
Finally, an all-encompassing strength of Windsor is the overall civic atmosphere of the town. There is a very palpable
positive “vibe” present within the town, and team members
experienced this tangible town enthusiasm throughout the
visit. People are very proud of Windsor, and are very active
and vocal about its future and potential.
Weaknesses
Housing- There are two aspects to the current housing
situation in Windsor. From
a review of property values
and online listings, it appears
that there are many choices
for higher income families.
Conversely, there has been
a strong effort to provide
housing opportunities for low
income families. However,
there are very few options
for middle income families.
That means service industry
employees, entry level professionals, etc. must travel
from
outside
communities into Windsor for work.
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This subsequently creates a bifurcated community of two extremes, which can lead to a number of community issues.
The second element of the housing situation is the current
downturn in the market. Online listings show a very high
number of houses on the market, a growing foreclosure rate,
and a remarkably long selling period for those units currently on the market.
Neighborhood Connectivity & Cohesion- Much of Windsor’s recent growth (1980’s to the present) can be attributed
to a collection of subdivisions. Individually, these are tastefully developed with nicely designed houses. However, the
team heard several comments about the need to create a
stronger sense of community at the neighborhood level. Not
only was it observed that there is little interaction between
subdivisions, but there is apparently little interaction within
most developments as well (Figure 34).
Jobs- The team heard repeatedly that 75% of Windsor works
outside of town. This puts several stresses on the community: there is the environmental stress of so many people
in their cars leaving for someplace else every day and then
returning; there are family stresses inherent with a pattern of parents away from the community and their children
during the day; the consumption of time associated with
the journey to and from work also limits the availably of
volunteer time for things like youth sports, civic clubs and
other activities that support and enhance a community.
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The School System- The school system is a strong asset to
Windsor; however, the current physical distribution of grade
levels generates a great deal of stress for the town. The advantages of having all of the students progressing together
as one cohort were consistently praised. But the transportation demands on families, especially those with children
at different schools, were repeatedly cited as difficult (Figure 35). The traffic issue this system generates affects more
than just the families in Windsor with school age children. It
also impacts public safety. It was reported that traffic is so
bad during the times parents are dropping off and picking
up kids that public safety personnel must have alternative
routes ready in case fire, police and other emergency services are needed.
Opportunities
There are two major opportunities that Windsor can use to
its advantage, the first is the current downturn in the housing market. When housing markets are strong and there is a
demand for rapid development, it is difficult to find the opportunity to evaluate the overall housing market. Although
it is distressing for those facing foreclosure or the prolonged
time to sell a house, Windsor can use this time of pause to
have a thoughtful community discussion about the housing
issue and develop strategies to encourage more housing opportunities for moderate incomes.
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Perhaps the greatest opportunity is having this discussion.
It is very brave of a community to open itself up to evaluation. It is braver still to use recommendations as a starting
point to move forward on many issues that will only enhance Windsor’s overall livability.
Threats
The greatest threat to Windsor is inaction. City Halls all
across the country have bookshelves filled with wonderfully prepared plans, beautiful designs and insightful reports
that are doomed to remain on the shelf. There has already
been a good bit of community investment in the issues addressed within this SDAT report. Now the hard work of
finding the political will to move beyond talking about issues and towards developing and implementing strategies
to address them must take place (Figure 36).

Recommendations
Sustaining the livability of a community doesn’t just happen
by accident. It requires keeping an eye on what is working,
protecting the assets that make a community livable, and
taking steps (sometimes bold ones) to work on what isn’t.

1. Keep talking- It was
clear to the team that
Windsor has an energetic, enthusiastic
and engaged citizenry. Many towns would

love to have the level of involvement that Windsor experiences. This community is obviously determined
and inventive. Any community that can create a new
downtown clearly has the initiative to tackle tough
issues (Figure 37).

2. Develop a Comprehensive Housing Strategy and
create the mechanism to fund it• Address a broad range of housing price points.
• Initiate a regional discussion on housing issues.
• Investigate and remove barriers to mixed use and
mixed income developments.
• Encourage mixed income developments vs. focusing on low income housing units.
• Look at using some of the 20% Tax Increment Financing (TIF) funds for moderate income / work
force housing.
• A great resource in California is the city of San
Jose, which has had a successful inclusionary
housing program for several years.

3. Encourage / Sponsor Neighborhood Building
Activities- Windsor does an admirable job of programming activities for the town, especially at the
Town Green. Similar activities should be encouraged
at the neighborhood level to help build connections
in and between subdivisions. A first step could involve sending a delegation of elected officials and
neighborhood leaders to the annual Neighborhoods
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USA conference, which is the nation’s only national
conference dedicated specifically to neighborhood issues. Some suggestions from the public discussions
during the team visit include:
• Block parties
• A mobile recreation unit (similar to a mobile
library) (Figure 38)
• Community Gardens (Figure 39)
• Community Watch
• CERT (Community Emergency Response Teams)
4. Address the school issue directly- It is abundantly
clear that the school system is highly valued
(Figure 40). It is also clear that the transportation issues caused by the current system are problematic for
families and the community
at large (Figure 41). It seems
there are two choices: either
keep the current system and
develop more creative ways
of addressing the demand for
parents to drive, or revert to
a more traditional neighborhood school model. There
are several existing programs
that address the former, such
as Walking School Bus and
Safe Routes to School. If the
latter option is deemed more
favorable, Windsor should
still focus on encouraging
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walking and biking
to school to reduce
the impact on student
drop-off and pick-up
traffic.
5. Keep
talking
to
teenagers (Figure 42)One
issue
that
emerged in discussions throughout the
visit was drug use
among middle and
high school age students. Although this
information is anecdotal, it is still disturbing.
Several of
the Windsor’s younger citizens cited the lack of acceptable activities for their age group. They also indicated the presence of problems at the skate park
because of its lack of visibility; it creates an opportunity for drugs sales and use, thereby limiting its
attractiveness and use.
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Resources
There are a number of existing resources that Windsor can
draw upon to help tackle these issues:
American Planning Association www.planning.org
American Institute of Architects www.aia.org
Smart Growth America www.smartgrowthamerica.org
Neighborhoods USA www.NUSA.org
City of San Jose www.sanjoseca.gov
NeighborWorks America www.nw.org
Local Government Commission www.lgc.com
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The SDAT process is one that
engages the community to
assess where it has been,
where it is now, and where
it is headed. The three-day
charrette helped to reaffirm
and reinforce the core values of the community as well
as reengage its commitment
and direction by suggesting
a roadmap to sustainability as it moves forward. Four
themes emerged through the
SDAT discussions:
• Preserve the past and
protect its resources
• Embrace and enhance
both existing resources and future developments
• Recapture and regenerate
• Move from the ordinary into the extraordinary
Key Recommendations
The following recommendations summarize key points
brought to the forefront by the interactive discussions and
team evaluation. While they represent only a tiny fraction of
the various opportunities Windsor has for future sustainable
growth, they represent important steps that the team feels
the community should undertake in both the short-term and
long-term future.

Immediate Action
• Conduct a Windsor-specific market analysis
• Encourage neighborhood building activities at the
neighborhood level
• Enhance community discussion
• Talk to the kids
• Install solar street lights
• Create sustainability office and officer
• Slow traffic – re-stripe roads, add texture to roadbeds, and modify speed limits
Short Term Action
• Improve, connect, and extend bike and pedestrian
routes

oak
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Enhance all “gateway” experiences
Broaden pedestrian experiential elements
Create new connections between and among destinations and neighborhoods
Undertake a “Windsor Branding” process
Focus efforts on moderate income price points
Address commuting issues with schools
Enact a PV lease program
Create sustainable demonstration projects, both
small and large

Long Term Actions
• Linear park development along Old Red
• Expand commuter rail to serve all day, every day (Figure 43)
• Create an alternative energy farm
• Improve sustainable incentives and local tax credits
• Encourage mixed income and mixed use development
• Conduct a visual assessment of region and cultural
easements
• Embrace and support local businesses
• Celebrate Windsor and all that it means
The work of the SDAT represents a snapshot in time – it is
by no means the end, nor is it the beginning. Windsor is
well on its way to a sustainable future through its committed community and dedicated leadership. Like the town’s
symbolic oak, Windsor has a strong, sturdy, and enduring
posture, but is equally dependent on the synthesis of local
resources for continued support and sustenance.
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The SDAT Team commends
the Town of Windsor and its
efforts to date, and looks forward to meeting and monitoring its progress as it begins to “walk the walk” and
charts its path on the sustainable journey ahead.
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Next Steps
Keep the full community involved: Continue to seek all voices to participate in the processes of decision making. Many
people from many different backgrounds participated in the
SDAT process, but it was noted that others will not come
out to public meetings. Find ways to reach out and engage
more of the community for input and acceptance of the
sustainability principles ultimately made part of the town’s
overall plan (Figure 44).
Focus on Long Term Sustainability: Think beyond today to see the
Windsor of future generations, not just the immediate needs of
today.
Use the AIA for SDAT Follow up: The AIA staff and team leader of
the SDAT are available for follow up support in the form of phone
calls, additional information if available, and a follow up visit in
Fall of 2009. Take advantage of these resources to help leverage
and move forward the good work that has been started here.
Web sites:

www.aia.org/about/initiatives/AIAS075265

Email: 		

sdat@aia.org

Address:
		
		
		

The American Institute of Architects
Center for Communities by Design
1735 New York Avenue NW
Washington, DC 20006-5292
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www.aia.org

